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RESONANCE FOR SINGULAR PERTURBATION PROBLEMS*
HEINZ-OTTO KREISSt
Abstract. Consider the resonance for a second-order equation ey"-xpy’+ qy 0. Another proof is given
for the necessity of the Matkowsky condition and the connection with a regular eigenvalue problem is
established. Also, if p, q are analytic, necessary and sufficient conditions are derived.
1. Introduction. Consider the differential equation
(1.1) ey"-xp(x,e)y’+q(x,e)y=O, -c<-x<-c.
Here e with 0<e<l is a small constant, p(x,e)>-_po>O and q(x,e) are smooth
functions of x, e i.e., p C(x, e), q(x, e) C(x, e). Many authors, for example [2],
[6], [11], [12] have studied the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of (1.1) when
e 0. In particular Pearson 10] and Ackerberg and O’Malley [-1] proved the following
basic result. If
(1.2) q(0, 0) 0, 1, 2,p(0, 0)
then for any 6, c with 0 < 6 < c
(1 3) lim"Y’-+’--0, Ilyll.,= max ly(x)l.
-.o yll-, x
Another proof was given in [5] using the maximum principle.
If (1.2) does not hold, then resonance can occur; i.e., for some constants c > 0 and
6 > 0 there is a sequence of solutions with
(1.4) lim yll-c+,c- o, o < < c.
B. Matkowsky [8] has proposed a sequence of conditions which must be satisfied for
resonance to occur. N. Kopell [3] has shown that these conditions are necessary but
not sufficient. By changing q(x, e) by a quantity which is smaller than any power of e,
resonance can be enforced. Simular results are obtained by F. Olver [9].
In this paper we want to extend the methods of [5] to prove the same results. Also,
we shall show that resonance occurs if and only if h 0 is an eigenvalue of an associated
regular eigenvalue problem. Furthermore, if the coefficients of p(x, e), q(x, e) are
analytic functions of x and smooth functions of e, then resonance occurs if and only if
there is a sequence of analytic solutions
(a.5) y(x, ) E a(e)x , la[g,
p=0
K, ( constants independent of e, which in a neighborhood of x =0 converges
umtormly to a nontrivial solution of the reduced equation.
2. Necessary conditions tot resonance. In this section we want to prove that the
Matkowsky conditions are necessary for resonance. We start with a number of lemmata
which are slight generalizations of results in [5].
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LEMMA 2.1. Consider
(2.1) ey"-xp(x,e)y’+q(x,e)y=F(x,e), F(x,e)C(x,e),
in an interval 0 < a <- x <- b <- c. There are constants Ko,/3 > 0 which depend only on a
and bounds for xp and q such that for all sufficiently small e > 0 and all with
O< <-_1/2b-a
(2.2) yII,- Ko(IIFll,+ly (a)] + e-/ y (b)]).
Also, there are constants Ki which depend only on a and boundsfor dV(xp)/dx , d"q/dx ,
t, O, 1, 2, , j such that
The same estimates hold if -c <- b <- x <-_ a < O.
Proof. The estimates follow from standard results for singular perturbation prob-
lems (see, for example, [7], [11]).
We shall now show that we can estimate the derivatives d’y/dx’ in terms of y in
intervals which contain the point x 0. These estimates are the main tool of this section.
THEOREM 2.1. There are constants Ci such that for all sufficiently small e
diY
--< Ci(1 +e-ie-/) =o dx /llyll-c, 
--c+6,c--6 --c,c
Proof. (For more details see [5].) Differentiate (2.1) with respect to x and let
diy diF
vi dx7, Fi dx
A simple calculation shows that
/’-1
(2.4) ev’-xpv +(q-f(p+xp’))vi=Fi+ ., Aivv,
where
u 1 (xp)i+_,, qi-,,.
By Lemma 2.1 the above estimate is certainly valid for Ix I_-> a, where a is any constant
with 0<c <-_c. For sufficiently large/’, q-j(p+xp’)<O in a neighbourhood of x =0.
Here we can estimate vi in terms of v, ,-0, 1, 2,...,/’-1 using the maximum
principle. Therefore we can estimate vi also in terms of v0 y. This proves the
theorem.
We need also
LEMMA 2.2. Let
(2.5) q(0,0) l, 0, 1,2,p(O, o)
The equation
x6,_q(x, 0____) X’ /+1
p(x, O) 0 g(x) =0
y" g-.+x h(x), hC(x),
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has a solution belonging to C(x) if and only if
dig]gl-’-xl
x=0
Proof. We can write
q(x, o)
p(x, o)
Let b xl4,. Then 4 is the solution of
4’ is of the form
-l+xql(x).
d/’- Xqld/ x-(l+l)g(X).
-1
--
E cx /cologlxl/&l, C(x),
and Co 0 if and only if gl- 0. This proves the lemma.
We now can prove that the Matkowsky conditions are necessary. Let (2.5) be
satisfied and let y (x, e ), y (x, )ll_c, be a sequence of solutions of (1.1) which in the
interior of -c < x < c converges to a nontrivial solution 37 of the reduced equation
xp(x, 0);’+ q(x, o); o.
In particular, let Xo with Xo # 0, [Xol < c- 8 be a point and let bo be the solution of
-xp(x, o)4,’o +q(x, 0)o 0, o(xo) y(xo,
Then lim bo , and y y- bo satisfies
(2.6) ey -xp(x, e)y +q(x, e)yl egl(x, e), yl(xo, e)=0.
yl is bounded and gl(x, e) is a smooth function of x, e. Let
Then 371 is the solution of
e --xp(x, e) +q(x, e)l (-)gl(x, e), )I(XO, E) 0.
)1 is smooth for [x[<-c-8. We want to show that there is a constant
-
such that
0< z<-e/a _-< 1. Assume there is no such -. Then we can assume that lim_,oe/a =0.
Using Theorem 2.1 we can also assume that
lim l(x,e)=b(x) forlxl<-c-8
e-->0
where
-xp(x, 0)4,’+ q4, O, (Xo)=0, i.e., (x)=--0.
In particular,
lim 371(-c +8, e) lim 371(c-8, e) 0.
e-O eO
By Lemma 2.1, applied to the intervals-c <-x <--c + 8 and c-8 _-<x-<c respectively,
it follows that lim_,o yll-+,/=.+,/=-o, which is impossible. Thus we can introduce
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into (2.6) the new variable )1- yl/E. Then )1 is bounded for Ixl<=-1/2 and satisfies
(2.7) e xpf’ + ql g(x, e ).
By Theorem 2.1, ffl converges to a smooth solution of
xp(x, 0)’ + q(x, 0)tl g(x, 0),
which does not contain any log terms. This is the first of the Matkowsky conditions.
We can now repeat the above process and obtain
THEOREM 2.2. The Matkowsky conditions are necessary for resonance.
3. An estimate. Consider a system of differential equations
(3.1) dy/dx A(x)y F(x).
Here F (F(1), F(n)) is a smooth vector function, and
a12 aln
a21. a22 a
\anl an2 ann
is a smooth complex n n matrix.
DEFINITION 3.1. We say that the matrix A is negative dominant if there is a
constant z > 0 such that for all 1, 2,. ., n and all x
Real aii < O, lail <= (1 z)lReal aiil.
i=1
In 14, Lemma 2.3] we have proved
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that A is negative dominant and let
all(X) 0 0
A(x)= O a22(x) 0
0 0 a..(x)
Then the solutions of (3.1) satisfy the estimate
(3.2) ly(x)[_-<z max [A- (n)F(n)[+s(x)ly(o)l, x>=O,
where
s(x)=exp r a(:) d a(x)=maxReal aii(x).
We want to use Lemma 3.1 to estimate the solutions of (2.1). We assume that
(2.5) holds.
Then
(3.3) q(0, e) -> -oe,
We write (2.1) in the form
(3.4) ey"-(xpy)’ + qy F,
o const. > 0.
ql=q+(xp)’.
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Let
v’=qly-F.
Then we can integrate (3.4) to obtain
ey’ xpy + v O,
which gives us
We want to transform (3.5) into negative dominant form. Introduce new dependent
variables by
v 0
u, u \u2)’ s(x)=(xp
Then u satisfies
1 sF
-qlxp(xp/e q (xp)-E((xp)’-ql))ql/xp u +(F/_7)
Let a > 0,/3 > 0 be constants which we choose later, Then
_x(,x o)w=e \0 0 u
is the solution of
-/3
x1(q+1) xP2a((xp)’-ql) F(3.6) w’= w+
ax xp
We consider now an interval -c-<_x _-<-yx/-e, y > 0 constant independent of e, and
shall show that we can choose a,/3, 3’ such that the system (3.6) is negative dominant.
1) Choose c such that Iql/ax[ <-1/2lq/xpl.
2) By (4.3), ql(0, e)--> 1 / O(e), and we can choose/3 such that ql/xp-/3 -<_ -1 for
all x with -c _-< x < 0.
3) Choose y so large that for -c <_-x _-<-yx/
(q l____ + l) _-<--,21po[x[e xp, x ), 01)< 4.1polxle
With these choices of a,/3, 3’ the system (3.6) is negative dominant with r- 4.
We write the solution of (3.6) in the form
w=wl+(O)US
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where us is the solution of
(3.7) u s
.--px, 0) -/3 Us F, u(-) =0,
and W satisfies
(3.8) w fi,Wl+G, G=(G
where ft, is the same matrix as in (3.6) and
G(1) F 1 2 ((xp)’- qx)us,
ap axp
The solution of (3.7) can be estimated by
xlloglxll max If()l
--cNNx
lus(x)l <- gx
Ixl max
--cNNx
The system (3.8) is negative dominant. Therefore, by Lemma 3.1,
IWl(Xt[ <K2 max F() + Us() + lw (-c)l
We now return to the original variables and obtain
<
ey(x)l + I(x)l (lus(x)l + w(x)l)
glxl-(ly(-c)l+ly’(-c)l)+g3 max If()l
(3.9)
Ixll if q(0’ 1,p(0, 0)
1 otherwise.
G(2)= e_. (qx(x’ e)_qx(x’ O) )x p(x,e) p(x, Us.
if qx(0, O)/p(O, O)= 1,
if ql(O, O)/p(O, O)> 1.
Here Kj are constants which do not depend on e.
The corresponding estimate holds in the interval yx/_-< x _-< c.
4. The analytic ease. In this section we consider a sequence of solutions y (x, e),
e 0, of (2.1) which are uniformly bounded in an interval Ix -< a, i.e.,
(4.1) y(x, e)ll_..._-< go.
We assume that p(x, e), q(x, e), F(x, e) are smooth functions of e and analytic functions
of x for x e . Here II is an open domain in the complex plane which contains the
interval Ix <- a. We also assume that p, q, F are uniformly bounded for all e and all
x e II. Therefore, by Cauchy’s integral formula, there are constants rl, K such that
<Klvtr’,(4.2) IIFII-,
/ IIqll-a.a / II(xp)ll-.
F dF/dx .
It is well known that for every fixed e the solutions of (2.1) are analytic functions of x
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for x I, i.e. we can continue the above solutions analytically into fl. Let x -b be a
point with -a <-b < 0. We want to show that the y(x, e) are uniformly bounded in a
complex neighborhood of x=-b.
By (4.1) and Theorem 2.1 there is a constant K such that
(4.3) y(-a, e)l+ ely’(-a, e)l<--K.
Now rewrite the differential equation (2.1) as the first-order system (3.5) and consider
it on the half-lines
x r ei" a, r >= O,
-bo <- <- o.
There it has the form
/xp 1
:e e e +e
v q 0 v
For all sufficiently small & the interval 0 < r < a -b2 belongs to [l. Also the estimates
of 3 are still valid. Therefore, by (4.3) and (3.9) the solutions y(x, e) are uniformly
bounded in a complex neighbourhood of x =-b. The same is true for x b. Using
Cauchy’s integral formula we obtain
dry(4.4)
dx
Without restriction we can assume that K2 K, 2 (.
Now choose for b the largest number with the properties
b a, min (p + xp’) po, po min p (x).
Ixlb Ixla
1.Let ]o be the smallest positive integer such that qo 1opo < 0, qo maxlxl q. Using the
maximum principle we obtain from (2.4) for f fo
1 ([l’ll-b,b+lloaivvvIIv ll-b,b (1/2)jpo- qo
-b,b
<= K3j! +
Here
(1 2)/-rP--o- qov gl
j-1 ((,_1j )(j+l- p)l,+l-v +(.p
Kd"ff j-1 IIvll-,<=K3j! + E (61/ -1- )(1/2)ipo-qo =o (;u!
--<j!sr K3+K4
’lPi ]"
( 1K3 K1 1 + (1/2)jopo-qo)
Let c be the lower bound of all a satisfying
]-1
ee --> K3 +K4 Y’, re for j => jo,
=0
Then the above inequality for II,ll-.b gives us
(j- 1)’1 -[- 1
K4 K1 max
-->io (1/2)]po- qo"
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Therefore the solutions y (x, e can be expanded into the power series (1.5) with r csrl
and the result stated in the introduction is proved.
5. The associated eigenvalue problem. We assume in this section that the Mat-
kowsky conditions are satisfied and that c 1. We want to construct the general
solution of (1.1) in the interval-1 _-< x _-<-yx/.
Consider the reduced equation
-xp(x, O)u’o + q(x, O)uo O, dluodx
are smooth functions of x, e By assumption the equation
dlul 0-xp(x, O)u’ +q(x, 0)ul= u’(x)+Fl(x, 0),
x=0
also has a smooth solution which is of the form
ul(x) xl-2(alol(l-1) + alllx + alzx3 + ") XI-26l(X).
Therefore Y2 Y U Y b/0 EU satisfies
eye. -xp(x, e)y +q(x, e)y2 e2(u’ +F2(x, e)),
which is of the same form as (5.2). Thus we can repeat the process and obtain after n
steps
n-1
(5.3) y= Y’. e’u,,+y,.,,
v-----0
where
(5.4) u xv4,, (x ), 4(x) smooth,
and y, y, (x, e) is the solution of
(5.5)
with initial values
max (I- 29, 0),
ey
-xp(x, e)y’ +q(x, e)y, e"F,(x, e),
n-1
y,,(-1, e)= y(-1, e)- Y e"u(-1),
n-1
y’,,(-1, e)= y’(-1, e)- X e"u’,,(-1).
v--O
The above expansion is valid for all solutions of (1.1). In particular we can choose the
(5.2)
where
bl (X) xl( + 21x’-lqb’o +l(l 1)xt-2,o,
eF1 x(p(x, e)-p(x, O))uo -(q(x, e)-q(x, O))uo Exllll(X)
By assumption it has a smooth solution of the form
(5.1) Uo(X)=X,fio(X), 4o(X)>-Co>0, Co=const.
Let y (x) be a solution of the full equation (1.1). Then y y Uo satisfies
ey’ -xp(x, e)y +q(x, e)yl e(u(x)+Fl(x, e)),
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initial values such that
(5.6) yn(-1, e)=y’,,(-1, e)=O.
By (3.9)
ly(x,e)[<-const, e"lloglx[[, 0<e <--e0, -l<----x----<-’x/-e.
Also, if we write (5.5) in the form
ey,(x, e)= ,p(,, e)y(:, e)-q(, e)yn(,f, e)+e F(, e) d
xp(x, e)y,(x, e)- ((p (, e))’ +q(, e))y(, e)-e’F,(, e) d,
it follows that
Oy (x, e)
_-< const, e
Ox
and therefore we obtain from (5.5)
(5.7) 0Y"(:-’0x e)[ _-<const. e-llog Ixll.
Differentiating (5.5) and the boundary conditions (5.6) with respect to e gives us, for
v Oy,/
ev"-xpv’ + qv e F,
v(-1, e)= v(-1,,e) 0,
which is an equation of the same type as (5.5). Therefore
_-< const, e - llog Ix
and by (5.7)
In general we have
Ox Oe
-< const, e -"-2llog Ixll.
(5.8) 0x, 0e. <-const. e
The above process can be applied for any n, ,, ,. Therefore, by choosing n sufficiently
large, we can construct a solution
n--1
w(x, e)= E e"u.(x)+ y(x,
,=0
which for -1 -< x -<-ye has any (but fixed) number of derivatives bounded indepen-
dently of e.
Remark. The important point of (5.8) is that we can estimate the derivatives up
to x-values of order O(-/). In any other interval -1 < b -< x <-a < 0, a, b indepen-
dent of e, these estimates follow already from (2.3) for all bounded solutions of (1.1),
provided y (- 1, e) and y’(- 1, e) are smooth functions of e.
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By (5.4) and (5.1) we have, for -1 -<x <--yx/,
le ul-<- const. ----/
for v <- l/2
e for u > 1/2.
Therefore, by (5.1), there are constants c. > 0 such that for 2n -> l, sufficiently large
and sufficiently small e
(5.9) cllx] Iw(x, )1 c2[x[ l, -1 x
We determine now the general solution of (1.1) in the usual way. Let wn (x, e) be
the above solution. Then all other solutions satisfy
v’w,-vw’,, e exp e :p(:, e)
An easy calculation shows that
v,,(x, e)=-e w(x, e) (w,(n, e))
-
exp e p(, e) d dn
is another linearly independent solution. By (5.9) it has the properties
-1
v,(-1, e)=+O(e),
(.o)
p(-,o)
lye(x, e)lNconst.ex O(, e) d
v(x, e) and all its derivatives are exponentially small outside the boundary layer at
x=-l.
All bounded solutions of (1.1) which are not exponentially small outside the
boundary layer can be written as
(5.11) y(x, e)=O(w(x, e)+Ov(x, e)), 0,0 bounded.
Therefore at xo=-
y’(xo,
=./ (xo, +O(e-/)y (xo, e) n (xo, e)
(5. o
=a(e)+O(e-/)’ 1_ xp(x,e)dx I.
For ao(e) we obtain the asymptotic expansion
w’(xo,.
ao(e)
w.(xo, e)
(5.3)
Ubl ubl
=0 =0
For y-<x-< 1 we can proceed in the same way. Thus all bounded solutions
which away from the boundary layer are not exponentially small are of the form
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where
n-1
.(x, e)= Y. eu(x)+ (x, 137.[<= const, e"[log e [.
(Observe that the u(x) are defined for all Ixl <- 1.) At Xl y47e these solutions satisfy
the relation
(5.14)
",/7 ’(xx, e)/(xx, e) =’,/7 ff,(xx, e)/,(xx, e)+O(e-/)
=al(e)+ O(e-O/e), 13--- fo Xp(x, e) dx
where
a(e)
--o u(x)
+ O(e"-l+l)/2llog el).
The associated eigenvalue problem is given by
ecb"- xp(x, e )cb’ + q(x, e )cb hob, -3,47 <= x <-_ 3,47,(5.15) ve qb’(xj)- ajcb(x,) O, ] O, 1,
which can be written as the regular eigenvalue problem
O zp(4- z, e) + q(47 z, e), ,,, -, _-< z _<- /,(5.16)
(_y)_aog,(_y)=0, (3’)_a14,(3")=0 _d___
dz
by introducing x x/Te. z as a new variable.
THEOREM 5.1. Resonance can only occur if (5.16) has an eigenvalue a of order
O(e-/), 3" const.>0. Ira =0 is an eigenvalue of (5.16) for a sequence e-+0, then
resonance occurs. If the Matkowsky conditions are satisfied (5.16) has an eigenvalue h
with
(5.17) Ixl-<const. for any positive integer m.
Therefore we can find a function (z, e) C with (z, e) 0 for Izl--> r and (z, e) > 0
otherwise such that for the modified problem
4ey"-xp(x, e)y +(q(x, e)+e q(x/ e, e))y =0
resonance occurs.
Proof. If resonance occurs then there is a sequence of solutions of (1.1),
y(x,e)=pl(W,(X,e)+p2v,(x,e)), p1>8>0, p2bounded.
These solutions satisfy
ey"-xp(x, e)y’ +q(x, e)y O,
Ve y’(x.)- aiy (xi) O(e-V/).
Therefore, by Lemmata A1 and A3 of the Appendix, (5.15) and (5.16) must have an
exponentially small eigenvalue.
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Assume now that A 0 is an eigenvalue of (5.16) and (5.15) for a sequence e
-
0.
Let b (x, e) be the corresponding eigenfunction. Then
w (x, e for x =< yx/-s,
w(xo, e) b (x, s) for Ixy(x, s)= (xo, e)
c(xx, e) w,(xo, e)
,(x, e) for x
.(Xo, e) .(xa, e)
denotes a sequence of solutions of (1.1) which do not converge to zero.
If the Matkowsky conditions are satisfied then by (5.3), (5.13) and (5.14) the
function
n-1
S(X)-- E -I/2 E lgv(X)
v---0
satisfies
ESn--xp(x, E)S’ +q(x, E)S o(En-(I/2)),
x/- s’(xi)-ais(xi)= O(e"-(+)/Z[log el).
Here n is arbitrary and therefore (5.17) follows from Lemmata A1 and A3. The
resonance of the modified problem follows from Lemmata A2 and A3. (Observe that
(x/x/-, e) does not affect wn, fin because c =0 for Ixl__> ,4,)
Appendix. In this section we collect some facts about eigenvalue problems. We
consider selfadjoint equations
L[y] y"+f(x)y ,y,
(A1)
y’(0) + ay(0) 0,
and denote by
(u, v) Io vdx,
O--<x--<_l, f(x)eC,
y’(1) +/3y(1) O,
(u,u)=llull
the usual L2-scalar product and norm. The following lemma is well known.
LEMMA A1. Let u(x) with I[ull 1 be a function satisfying
u"+f(x)u G(x),
u’(O) + au(O) go, u’(1) + flu(l) g.
Then (A1) has an eigenvalue h and a corresponding eigenfunction o with
I;t[/ IIq ull--< const. (llll / Ig01 / [gl[).
We neea also
LZMMA A2. Assume that (A1) has an eigenvalue ho with [h01 << 1 and let qo denote
the corresponding eigenfunction. Let g(x) be a smooth function with
(qo(X), g(x)qo(X)) 0 (e.g., g(x) >= O, g(x) , 0).
If [Aol is sufficiently small then we can find a tr with
I1 const. Iol
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such that A 0 is an eigenvalue of the perturbed eigenvalue problem
L[w] w" + (f(x) + g(x))w w,(A2)
w’(0) + w(0) 0, w’(1) +tw(1) 0.
Proof. Let Ai with Iol < Ial < 121" and q. denote the eigenvalues and eigen-
functions of (A1) respectively. We want to construct the desired solution in the form
w o+ Y ff
i=1
i.e.
(A3) 0 [w] Aoqo + trgqo + Y’. A..q +q E ii.
/=1 j=
Multiplying (A3) by and forming te scalar product gives us te equivalent system
o +(o, go) + E (o, go) o,
(A4) =1
+ g E (, g)= -g(, go).
j=l
Let ff hff; then (A4) becomes
(A5) o (o, go) + E ff
=1
(0, gj) 0,
(6) +
,E1= (, g) -(, go).
Observing that [h;l[const./fz for 1 it follows that for suciently small [g[ the
system (A6) has a solution ff -g(, go). Therefore, if ho[ is suciently small, (A5)
can be solved for g -ho/(o, go). This proves the lemma.
More general eigenvalue problems
(AT)
y"+ h(x)y’ +[(x)y xy,
y’(0) + ay(0) 0, y’(1) +By(l) 0
can be transformed into self-adjoint form and we have
LZMMa A3. The results of Lemmata A1 and A2 are also valid for the problems
(AT).
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